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ABSTRACT 
Let B be a special family of convex 4-polytopes, the family of stacked 
4-polytopes. For every P E B we investigate the existence, the structure, and 
the number of 2-manifolds [ h4 1 such that M is a 2-complex contained in the 
2-dimensional skeleton of P, and containing all the edges of P. 
The subject of this paper is a special family of 4-dimensional convex 
polytopes, the stacked polytopes. We investigate 2-dimensional manifolds 
which can be embedded as subcomplexes in the 2-dimensional skeleton of 
a stacked polytope K. We are particularly interested in those subcomplexes 
M of skel, K which include skel, K. We call such a subcomplex a good 
manifold in K if / M 1 is a 2-manifold. A convex polytope (not necessarily 
stacked) which contains a good manifold is called fruitful. 
Section 1 is devoted to the definition and fundamental properties of 
stacked polytopes, and the concept of composition (or stacking) of 
polytopes. 
In Section 2 we define a special type of stacking which we call nice 
stacking. Using the concepts of nice stacking and a certain graph G(P), 
we distinguish a family of stacked polytopes (the serial polytopes) all of 
whose members are fruitful. We also construct another family of stacked 
polytopes, for which the above concepts are not sufficient to characterize 
fruitfulness. 
In Section 3 we show that the only fruitful stacked polytopes are 
those introduced in Section 2. In Section 4 we find the number of good 
manifolds in a given fruitful stacked polytope P, in particular when P 
belongs to a certain family (the family of semiserial polytopes). In Section 5 
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we investigate other 2-manifolds in stacked polytopes, and fruitful but 
not stacked polytopes. We conclude with some open problems. 
We use the terminology and notation of [2]. 
1. STACKED POLYTOPES AND COMPOSITION OF POLYTOPES 
Let KC Rd be a ti-polytope, n > 3. 
DEFINITION 1. A set S = {x1 ,..., xd} C vert K is called a CM of K if 
(1) S is affinely independent, 
(2) every proper face of conv S is a face of K, but conv S is not a face 
of K. 
Obviously, H = aff S is a hyperplane, and we shall often say that the 
hyperplane H or the (d - 1)-simplex conv S is a cut of K. 
Let H+ and H- be the two closed half-spaces bounded by H, and let 
Kf = KnH+, K-= KnH-. 
We have 
Kn H = convS. 
Indeed, it is clear that conv S C K n H. If x is a point in K n H but 
not in conv S, there exists a proper face of conv S which is not a face of 
conv (S u (x)), and therefore is not a face of K either, contradicting the 
definition of the cut S. 
Any other cut of K is included in H+ or in H-. Indeed, if another cut 
of K has one vertex in int H+ and another vertex in int H-, then the 
segment joining these 2 vertices-which is an edge of K-intersects conv S 
in a point x. .x is a (relatively) interior point of two faces of K-which is 
impossible. 
It follows that any other cut of K is either a cut of K+ or of K-. For 
similar reasons, every proper face of K is included in H+ or in H-. 
Obviously, every cut of Kf (or of K-) is also a cut of K. It is also obvious 
that the concept of a cut is invariant under combinatorial equivalence. 
That is, if K, K’ are d-polytopes, q: vert K + vert K’ a combinatorial 
equivalence, then if S is a cut of K, y(S) is a cut of K’. 
DEFINITION 2. A polytope is called irreducible if it has no cuts. If 
S 1 ,..., S, are all the cuts of K, and Hi = @Si (1 < i < n), then the 
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irreducible components (briefly, components) of K are the d-polytopes 
among the 2” sets K n HI+ n H,* n *.’ n H,*. 
It is easy to see that, if H is a cut of K, and K+, K- are defined as above, 
then the components of K are the components of K+ and of K-. Hence 
it follows, by induction on n that, if K has n cuts, it has n + 1 components. 
DEFINITION 3. If all the components of a polytope K are simplices, 
then K is called a stacked polytope. 
DEFINITION 4. The graph G(K) associated with a polytope K is defined 
as follows: 
The vertices of G(K) are the components of K. 
Two vertices A, B of G(K) are joined by an edge (in G(K)) iff the inter- 
section of the components A, B is a cut of K. 
G(K) is a tree. The proof of this statement proceeds by induction on the 
number of components, using the fact that, if S, , S, are different cuts of K, 
then conv S, n relinctonv S, = 4. 
DEFINITION 5. A subpolytope of K is a convex polytope which is a 
union of components of K. Or, equivalently, K+, K- are primitive sub- 
polytopes of K, and a subpolytope of K is a d-dimensional intersection of 
primitive subpolytopes of K. 
The subpolytopes of K are exactly the unions of the vertices of subtrees 
of G(K). If K is a stacked d-polytope, then the valence of any vertex of 
G(K) is at most d + 1, and the number of j-faces of K (1 < j < d - 1) 
depends only on d and on the number of vertices of K. (See, e.g., 
[3, p. 1381.) 
DEFINITION 6. A d-valent vertex of a stacked d-polytope K is called 
an extreme vertex of K. 
Clearly, if a stacked polytope K is not a simplex, every extreme vertex 
of K is included in a component which is a 1-valent vertex in G(K). And 
conversely: every component of a stacked polytope K which is a 1-valent 
vertex in G(K) contains an extreme vertex of K. 
Any stacked d-polytope which is not a simplex has at least 2 extreme 
vertices which are not joined by an edge. The proof is easy, by induction 
on the number of components. 
It is conjectured that the number ofj-faces of stacked d-polytopes with 
2, vertices is the minimum number ofj-faces of simplicial d-polytopes with 
u vertices (1 <j < d - 1, d + 1 < z, < co). (See [2,§10.2] and [3, p. 1381.) 
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DEFINITION 7. Let K, K’, K” be d-polytopes. Let P’ be a facet (i.e., 
a (d - 1)-face) of K’, P” a facet of K”, and suppose P’ and P” are simplices. 
If there is a cut H of K, and combinatorial equivalences 
such that ?‘(P’) = v”(P”) = K n H, then K is called a composition (or 
stack) of K’ and K”, by identification of P’ and P”. 
For every two d-polytopes K’, K” with facets P’, P”, respectively, which 
are (d - I)-simplices, there is a polytope K, which is a composition of K’, 
K” by identification of P’, P” (see [3, p. 1211). To obtain K, it is enough 
to map K” into a sufficiently flat pyramid with base P’, so that P” is 
mapped onto P’. The combinatorial type of the composition depends only 
on the combinatorial types of K’, K”, on the facets P’, P”, and on the 
identification of P’, P” in the following sense: 
If P’ is a facet of K’ with vertices al’,..., ad’, 
P” is a facet of K” with vertices a;,..., ai , 
Q’ is a facet of L’ with vertices bl’,..., bdr, 
Q” is a facet of L” with vertices b;,..., bi , 
K is a composition of K’, K” by the identification ai’ - a;, 
L is a composition of L’, L” by the identification bi’ - b; , 
qi : K’ -+ L’ and ?I1 : K” + L” are combinatorial equivalences such 
that y’(ai’) = bi’, F”(a;) = b;, 
then F’ and #’ induce, in a natural way, a combinatorial equivalence 
9,:K-tL. 
Composition of polytopes is associative in the following sense: If P is a 
composition of PI , P2 with a common facet F, Q is a composition of P and 
P, with a common facet G, and G is a facet of Pz , then P2 u P, is a 
composition of P2, P, with the common facet G, and Q is a composition 
of P, , P, u P, with the common facet F. 
Clearly, if K’, K” are stacked d-polytopes and K is a stack of K’ and K”, 
then K is again a stacked d-polytope. 
In this paper we are interested only in stacked 4-polytopes. Therefore, 
whenever we speak of a stacked polytope, we mean a 4-dimensional one. 
Let P be a 4-polytope, and let M be a subcomplex of skel, P such that 
I M 1 is a 2-manifold. For simplicity we shall say that M is a manifold. 
By using a Schlegel diagram of P on any facet of P, A4 is (rectilinearly) 
imbeddable in R3. Therefore (see [4, p. 222 and p. 322, note 361) the 
manifold h4 is orientable, and we denote its genus by g(M). 
.582a/10/3-2 
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In the sequel, we sometimes have to prove that a subcomplex of skel, P 
is a manifold; we shall then use the following theorem ([l, p. 46]), usually 
without stating it explicitly: 
THEOREM. Let M be a simpliciai 2-complex. 1 M j is a 2-manifold if and 
0nIy if: 
(1) Every edge in M is included in exactly 2 triangles in M, 
(2) all the edges (a) and triangles (A) in M, which include a given vertex 
in M, may be cyclically ordered a, ,..., a, and A, ,..., A, so that 
ai = Ai n Aiel (al = A, n A,) and n >, 3, 
(3) M is connected, i.e., is not a union of two disjoint complexes. 
Instead of conv{xi ,..., x,} we shall write [xi *** x,]. 
2. FRUITFUL STACKED POLYTOPES 
DEFINITION 8. Let P be a 4-polytope. If there is a complex M such 
that 
skel, P C MC skel, P 
and j M [ is a manifold, we say that P is fruitful, and M is a good manifold 
in P. If there is no such manifold, we say that P is unfruitful. 
Our main aim is to characterize fruitful stacked polytopes. To this end 
we use two tools: the concept of nice stacking of polytopes and the graph 
G(P) of a polytope P. 
DEFINITION 9. Let G, , G, be two disjoint trees. A tree G is a stack of 
G, , Gz iff G is the union of G, , G, with one additional edge joining an 
i-valent vertex in G1 to a j-valent vertex in G, where i, j < 2. 
A stack of n disjoint trees is a stack of one of them with a stack of the 
other n - 1 trees. 
Stacking of trees is associative in the following sense. Let G1 , G, , G3 be 
disjoint trees, and let G be a stack of G1 with a stack of G, , G3 such that 
G contains an edge joining a vertex of G, to a vertex of Gz . Then G is also 
a stack of G, with a stack of G, and G, . 
In particular, a stack of a stack of m trees with a stack of n trees, is a 
stack of m + n trees. 
A tree may be decomposed in the following sense. Let G be a tree. If e 
is an edge in G joining an i-valent vertex to aj-valent vertex, i, j < 3, then 
G is a stack of the two components of G \ (e>. 
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DEFINITION 10. A l-nice graph is a tree with exactly 6 vertices, one of 
them (which we call the kernel) 5-valent, the others 1-valent. An (II, k)-nice 
graph is a stack of n l-nice graphs with exactly k 3-valent vertices. An 
(n, 0)-nice graph is also called an n-nice graph. 
By induction on n it is easy to see that for II > 2 we have k < II - 2. 
For n = 1, 2 we obviously have k = 0. 
THEOREM 1. In an (n, k)-nice graph there are exactly 6n vertices, 
3n + k + 2 of which are 1-valent, 211 - 2k - 2 are 2-valent, k are 3-valent, 
and the remaining n vertices are 5-vale&. 
The proof is simple, by induction on n. 
DEFINITION 11. A stacked polytope P is called a star, iff G(P) is l-nice. 
Equivalently, a star is a Kleetope over a 4-simplex (see [2, p. 2171). The 
component of a star P, which is the kernel of G(P), is called the kernel 
of P. 
DEFINITION 12. Let P be a stacked polytope, A component of P, and 
x a vertex of A. x is called a relatively extreme vertex of P in A if either x 
is an extreme vertex of P, or there exists a star PI such that P, is a sub- 
polytope of P (see Definition 5), x is an extreme vertex of P, , and A is a 
component of P, . 
DEFINITION 13. Let PI , P, be stacked polytopes neither of which is a 
simplex, and let P be a stack of P, , P, . Let F be the common facet of 
P, , P, and Ai the component of Pi (i = 1,2) containing F. P is a nice stack 
of P, , P, iff the valence of Ai in G(P,) (i = 1,2) is <2, and no vertex of F 
is a relatively extreme vertex of both P, in A, and Pz in Az . And by 
induction: a nice stack of n stacked polytopes is a nice stack of one of them 
with a nice stack of the other n - 1 polytopes. 
Nice staking is associative, in a sense similar to the associativity of 
composition of polytopes (see above). 
DEFINITION 14. An n-nice polytope is a nice stack of n stars. 
Clearly, if P is an n-nice polytope, then G(P) is an (n, k)-nice graph for 
some k >, 0. 
The associativity of nice stacking implies that if P is a nice stack of 
P, , Pz , where Pi is ni-nice (i = 1, 2), then P is (n, + n,)-nice. And if 
G(PJ is (ni , k,)-nice (i = 1,2), then G(P) is (n, + n2 , k)-nice, and k may 
take any one of the values k, + k, , k, + k, + 1, k, + k, + 2. These three 
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possibilities are illustrated in Figure 1, which gives G(P) for the case of 
2-nice polytopes PI , P, . 
k=k,+k,=O k=k,+k,+l=l k=kl+k,+2=2 
FIGURE 1 
DEFINITION 15. A chain of n l-nice graphs is a tree r such that: 
r (0 r is a stack of n disjoint l-nice graphs (see Definitions 9, IO) 
1 ,**., r 1z f
(ii) P = (& I’$ u (ei : 1 < i < n}, where e, (1 < i < n) is an edge 
joining a 1-valent vertex in ri to a 1-valent vertex in r,+l . 
The main results of Sections 2, 3 (Theorems 13, 14, 15, 16) may now be 
summarized as follows: 
A necessary condition for a stacked polytope P to be fruitful is that P be 
an n-nice polytope for some n > 0. For every (n, k)-nice graph r which is 
not a chain of n l-nice graphs there exist n-nice polytopes L and K, with 
G(L) and G(K) isomorphic to r, such that L is fruitful and K is unfruitful. 
If P is an n-nice polytope such that G(P) is a chain of n l-nice graphs, then 
P is fruitful. 
The first theorems in this section deal with some necessary conditions 
on the number of components of a fruitful stacked polytope P, and on 
the genus of a good manifold in P. They are summarized in Theorem 6. 
THEOREM 2. Let P be a stackedpolytope with n components. Then P has 
exactly M + 4 vertices, 4n + 6 edges and 6n + 4 triangles (Zsimplices). 
The proof is easy, by induction on n. 
THEOREM 3. Let P be a stackedpolytope with n components, and let M 
be a subcomplex of skel, P which contains all the vertices of P, such that 
] M 1 is a manifold of genus g. Then 6g < n, and 6g = n iff skel, P C M. 
Proof. M contains n + 4 vertices. Let e be the number of edges, f the 
number of triangles in M. Every edge in M is contained in exactly two 
triangles; therefore 2e = 35 M is a manifold of genus g; hence, by Euler’s 
Theorem, n + 4 - e + f = 2 - 2g. Therefore e = 3n + 6g + 6. But 
every edge in M is an edge in P; hence, by Theorem 2, 3n + 6g + 6 S: 
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6 + 4n, or 6g < n. And if the equality holds, then all the edges of P are 
in M. 
THEOREM 4. Let P be a stackedpolytope with 6n components. If M is a 
good manifold in P, then g(M) = n. 
Proof. Skel, P, therefore also M, contains exactly 6n + 4 vertices and 
24n + 6 edges (Theorem 2). Theorefore M contains exactly 16~2 + 4 
triangles. Now, by Euler’s Theorem, 
hence 
(6n + 4) - (24~ + 6) + (16n + 4) = 2 - 2 - g(M), 
g(M) = n. 
THEOREM 5. Let P be a stacked polytope with at most 6n components, 
and let M C skel, P be a manifold of genus n. Then all the vertices of P are 
in M, and P has exactly 6n components. 
Proof. Assume the theorem is false, and suppose k (>0) vertices of P 
are not in M. Let us call any component which contains an extreme 
vertex of P an extreme component. Extreme components are 1-valent 
vertices in G(P). Delete all the extreme components of P containing 
extreme vertices which are not in M. The result is a new stacked polytope. 
In this polytope we again delete all the extreme components containing 
extreme vertices which are not in M. We continue this process until we 
get a stacked polytope P* whose extreme vertices are all in M. Clearly 
MC skel, P*. Of course, it may happen that P* = P. We have g(M) = 
n > 1. Hence, there are at least 7 vertices in M, and therefore at least 3 
components in P*. 
Not all the vertices of P* are in M, since otherwise there are fewer than 
6~2 components in P*, while g(M) = n, contradicting Theorem 3. Let k, 
be the number of vertices of P* which are not in M, 0 < k, < k, and let 
k, = k - k, . Let 1 be a vertex of P* which is not in M, let H be a cut of 
P* through 1, and let 2, 3, 4 be the other 3 vertices of P* in H. None of 
these four vertices is an extreme vertex of P*, and therefore 
W+\H)nM# ia, (H-\H)nM# o. 
Since M is a connected manifold, M “passes” through H; thus the three 
edges [23], [34] and [24] are in M, and the triangle [234] is not in M. 
In particular, the three vertices 2, 3, 4 are in M. Therefore, two vertices 
of P* which are not in M do not belong to the same cut of P*. 
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Consider again the cut H. There is a vertex 5 in P* which is not an 
extreme vertex, such that [I 2 3 4 51 is a component of P*. If 5 is in M, 
1 belongs to at least four edges of P* which are not in M. These are [12], 
[13], l-141, and [15]. If 5 is not in M, the seven edges [12], [13], [14], [15], 
[25], [35], and [45] are not in M. 
Hence, there are at least 3k, + 1 edges of P* which are not in M. 
As in the proof of Theorem 3 we have 
e = 3(6n + 4 - k) -I- 6n - 6 = 24n + 6 - 3k, - 3k,, 
where e is the number of edges in A4. 
There are 6 + 4(6n - k,) edges in P*, and at least 3k, + 1 of them are 
not in M. 
Hence24n+6-3k,-3k,~6+24n-4k,-3k,-lork,+l~O, 
a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
The last theorem imply: 
THEOREM 6. A stacked polytope P with n components is fruitful iff 
n = 0 (mod 6) and some subcomplex of skel, P is a mantfold of genus n/6. 
Thus, we must look for the fruitful stacked polytopes among stacked 
with 6n components. 
THEOREM 7. Let P be a star. Skel, P has exactly six subcomplexes 
homeomorphic to a torus. If M, M’ are such subcomplexes, there exists a 
combinatorial automorphism of P which maps M onto M’. 
Proof Let [l 2 3 4 51 be the kernel of P, and let 
[2 3 4 5 61, [l 3 4 5 71, [I 2 4 5 81, 
[I 2 3 5 91, [l 2 3 4 O] 
be the extreme components. The extreme vertices are 6, 7, 8, 9, 0, and 
every extreme vertex x is “opposite” the vertex x - 5 (mod 5). 
If M C skel, P is a torus, M contains all the vertices and edges of P 
and exactly 20 triangles. Every extreme vertex of P is contained in exactly 
four triangles in M, and no two extreme vertices belong to the same edge 
of P. Thus our only problem is an appropriate choice of the 20 triangles 
surrounding the five extreme vertices. For each extreme vertex x there are 
exactly 3 ways of choosing four triangles which contain x. 
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The possibilities for the vertex 6, for example, are 
:a 10 IQ: 
Hence, we can choose the 20 triangles in 35 ways. But in order to obtain 
a manifold we have to choose them so that every edge of P is contained 
in exactly two of the 20 triangles. Therefore, though the number of 
possibilities is quite large, many of them may be eliminated almost 
immediately. The possibilities are illustrated in detail in Figure 2. 
FIGURE 2 
The combination or7 018 is impossible, since otherwise the neighborhood 






and the edge [12], for example, would not be in 44. For similar reasons 
all the following combinations are impossible. 
a6 017; ,f?6 137; y6 y7 a7 p9; p7 a9; y7 y9 
a6 ~8; j36 /38; y6 y8 a7 go; 87 yo; y7 a0 
a6 y9; p6 1x9; y6 139 a8 a9; /38 j39; y8 y9 
a6 ~0; /36 /IO; y6 y0 a8 ~0; fl8 ~0; y8 PO 
a7 a8; j37 fi8; y7 y8 a9 010; /39 /30; y9 yo 
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Only six possibilities remain: 
1. cx6/?7 y8/?9 a0 4. /36 y7 018 /I9 y0 
2. ~6 y7,68 a9 60 5. y6 017 y8 a9 y0 
3. /!I6 a7 /38 y9 a0 6. y6 /37 018 y9 /30 
These possibilities are illustrated in Figure 3. Every one of these six 
complexes is homeomorphic to a torus. For example, the homeomor- 
phism of MI to a torus is illustrated in Figure 4. 
4 3 Ml 0 6 
2 5 
4 3 
M2 0 6 
2 5 
M3 




M4 0 6 
2 5 
3 5 
M5 0 6 
2 4 
3 5 





1 0 4 
2 3 
1 0Cl 4 
3 2 
0 0 1 4 
2 4 
,O 0 3 
2 4 
0 0 1 3 
2 3 
0 0 1 4 
FIGUFG 4 
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The following table is a list of combinatorial automorphisms of P, 
which map M1 onto Mi (1 < i d 6). 
Ml M2 MS 
1 5 1 
2 2 2 
3 4 4 
4 1 3 
5 3 5 
6 0 6 
7 7 7 
8 9 9 
9 6 8 
























We shall use the star, with its six good manifolds, as a basis for con- 
structing fruitful stacked polytopes with more components. In this 
process the concepts of an open window and closed window play an 
important role. 
DEFINITION 16. Let P be a simplical 4-polytope, and let MC skel, P 
be a manifold. (1,2, 3,4) is a closed window of M in P with diagonal [ 131 iff 
(1) [l 2 3 41 is a facet of P, 
(2) [ 1 2 31 and [I 3 41 are in M, 









(1,2, 3,4) is an open window of M in P with diagonal [13] (or [24]) iff: 
(1) H = aff[l 2 3 41 is a cut of P, 
(2) [13] is not in M, or [13] is in M, and the two triangles in M con- 
taining it have their third vertex in int H+, 
(3) 1241 is not in M, or [24] is in M, and the two triangles in M con- 
taining it have their third vertex in int H-, 
(4) the edges [12], [23], [34], and [41] are in M: each of them is con- 
tained in two triangles of M, one having its third vertex in int H+, 
and the other-in int H-. 
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THEOREM 8. Zf (1, 2, 3, 4) is an open window of M in P with diagonal 
[133, P+ = P CT H+, P- = P n H-, the two triangles in M containing [13] 
have their third vertex in int H+, and 
M+ = M n skel, P+ u ([I 2 41, [2 3 41, [2 4]}, 
M- = M n skel, P- u ([I 2 31, [I 3 41, [l 311, 
then ( Mf /, / M- ( are mantfolds, (1, 2, 3, 4) is a closed window of M+ in Pf 
with diagonal [24], and (1, 2, 3, 4) is a closed window of M- in P- with 
diagonal [ 131. 
Proof. M n skel, P- is a subcomplex of skel, P-; it contains the 
vertices 1, 3 because of requirement 4 in the definition of an open window. 
Hence, M- is a subcomplex of skel, P-. From the definition of an open 
window it follows that M contains no tirangle in H. H is a cut of P, 
therefore [1 2 3 41 is a facet of P-. Therefore, if 1 M- 1 is a manifold, 
then (1,2, 3,4) is a closed window of M- in P- with diagonal [13]. 
Now we show that 1 M- 1 is a manifold. M- is a connected complex. 
Hence, we have to show that for every vertex in M-, all the edges and 
triangles containing it can be ordered cyclically, as in the theorem at the 
end of Section 1. Hence it follows that every edge in M- is included in 
exactly 2 triangles in M-. 
This is clearly true for every vertex x in M-, x # 1,2, 3, 4. For, in 
passing from M to M-, we have not changed the edges and triangles 
containing x. 
By the definition of an open window, there are vertices x, y (not 
necessarily distinct) in int H-, and vertices U, v (not necessarily distinct) 
in int H+, such that [I 2 x], [I 2 u], [I 4 v] and [ 1 4 v] are in M. 
Suppose that the neighborhood of 1 in M is 
“rn 







3 .,. xn 
All the vertices x, x1 ,..., x, , y are in H+, and, if the vertex 3 is not among 
them, they all are in int Hf. Indeed, X, y E int H+, and if one of the above 
vertices is in int H- there is an edge of P joining a vertex in int H- with a 
vertex in int H+. But this is impossibie because {I, 2, 3,4} is a cut of P. 
Similarly, all the vertices v, u1 ,..., v, , tl are in int H-. (Vertex 3 is not 
among them. This follows from requirement 2 in the definition of an 
open window.) 
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Now, the neighborhood of 1 in M- is 







That is, we have replaced the triangles [12x], [lxx,],..., [lx, y], [ly4] by 
the triangles [l 2 31, [l 3 41. 
The situation is similar for vertex 3. The same holds for the vertices 2,4 
except that, instead of the two triangles used to close the circle around the 
vertex, here we use only one triangle ([l 2 31, [l 3 41, respectively). 
Hence, 1 M- 1 is a manifold. 
A similar argument shows that [ M-‘- [ is a manifold, and that (1,2, 3,4) 
is a closed window of Mi- in P+, with diagonal [24]. 
THEOREM 9. Suppose that the polytope P is obtained by stacking Pf, 
P- along the common facet [l 2 3 41; A&- C skel, P-, Mf C skel, P+ are 
manifolds and (1,2, 3,4) is a closed window of M- with diagonal [13], and 
of M+ udth diagonal [24]. Then 
M = CM+ \ Ul 2 41, P 3 41, P 411) LJ &+\I[1 2 31, [l 3 41, [l 31)) 
is a subcomplex of skel, P, / M j is a manifold, g(M) = g(M+) + g(M-), 
and (1,2, 3,4) is an open window of M with diagonal [13]. 
Proof. It is clear that M is a connected subcomplex of skel, P. To prove 
that M is a manifold we must show that the edges and triangles containing 
a given vertex in Mare arranged in cyclic order. Clearly, this is the situation 
for every vertex in M which is not one of the vertices 1, 2, 3, 4. 
Let us consider the vertex 1. 
The neighborhood of 1 in M- is 
“m 
. ’ . 
“I 










2 Y  
4 
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where x f 3 f y, but one of the xa may be 3. The triangles [l 2 31, 
[I 2 41, [I 3 41 are not in M, hence the neighborhood of 1 in M is 





x Y  
5 . . . xn 
If xi = 3, then the edge [13] belongs to two triangles in M whose third 
vertex is xi-l , respectively qtZ (where x0 = x, x,+r = y). xi-r and xi+r 
are in int Hf. 
The edge [1 21 is in M, the two triangles in A4 containing it are [1 2 x], 
[l 2 u], and x E int H+, u E int H-. 
Similar considerations for each of the vertices 2,3,4 show that M is a 
manifold, and that (1,2, 3,4) is an open window of M, with diagonal [I 31. 
(Here we use the fact that the common facet [I 2 3 41 of P+ and P- is 
a cut of P.) 
Comparing the numbers of vertices, edges, and triangles of M-, M+, 
and M, and applying Euler’s formula, one can easily see that g(M) = 
&WY + g(M+). 
THEOREM 10. Let P be a stackedpolytope with 6n components (n > 1) 
and let H be a cut of P such that P+ = H+ n P is a star. Let 3, 4, 5, 6 be 
the vertices of P in H. If there is a manifold M C skel, P of genus n, then 
(3, 4, 5,6) is an open window of M in P. 
Proof. We use the same notation for the vertices of P+ as in the proof 
of Theorem 7. The vertices 7, 8, 9, and 0 are extreme vertices of both P+ 
and P. 
Suppose M C skel, P is a manifold of genus n. Then, by Theorems 3 
and 5, skel, P C M. Therefore each of the vertices 7, 8, 9, and 0 is 
surrounded by exactly four triangles in M. All the possibilities are listed 
in Figure 2 (omitting, of course, the configurations surrounding the 
vertex 6). As before, all the configurations cr7 018, etc. listed in the proof 
of Theorem 7, are impossible and there remain only the six possibilities 
listed there (omitting the configuration surrounding the vertex 6). 
For every 1 < i < 6 let Mi’ denote the complex obtained from Mi of 
Figure 3 by deleting all the members of Mi containing the vertex 6. 
The vertex 2 is in int Hf. Therefore the only triangles in skel, P that 
include the edge [2 61 are [2 6 31, [2 6 41, [2 6 51. Exactly two of those 
triangles are in M. Without loss of generality (since the roles of the 
vertices 3, 4 5 are symmetric), suppose [2 6 31, [2 6 41 E M. 
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The edge [2 31 lies in two triangles of M,’ and of M,‘. Therefore M,‘, 
M,’ g M. Similarly, because of the edge [2 41, we have Ma’, Ml g M. 
There are vertices x, y of P-not necessarily distinct-which are in 
int i?, such that [3x] and [4y] are edges of P (and therefore also of M). 
Therefore if MS’ C M, the neighborhood of 3,4 in M is 
where x1 ,..., xi ; y1 ,..., yj are vertices of P in int H-, and i, j > 1. It 
follows that the four triangles [3 5 61, [4 5 61, [3 4 51, [3 4 61 are not in M. 
A similar argument shows that these triangles are not in M if M,’ C M. 
Now: 
1. H= aff[3456]isacutofP. 
2. The two triangles in M containing [3 41 are [3 4 71, [3 4 01, and the 
vertices 7, 0 are in int Hf. 
3. A close examination of the neighborhood in M of every vertex in 
int H+ shows that the edge [5 61 belongs to two triangles of M whose 
third vertex is not in int Hf. The triangles [5 6 31, [5 6 41 are not 
in M. Therefore, the two triangles in M containing [5 61 have their 
third vertex in int H-. 
4. All the edges [3 51, [4 51, [4 61, [3 61 are in M, since they are in 
skel, P by the definition of a cut (Definition l), and skel, PC M. 
The edge [3 51 lies in two triangles of M. One of them is [3 5 71 
(if M5’ C M) or [3 5 93 (if MS’ C M). The third vertex z of the other 
triangle is not in H, because H contains no triangle in M. A close 
examination of the neighborhood in M of all the vertices in int H+ 
shows that z $ int Hf. Therefore z E int H-. The situation is similar 
for the edges [4 51, [4 61, [3 61. 
Therefore, (3,4, 5, 6) is an open window of M in P (in this case- 
with diagonal [3 41). 
DEFINITION 17. Let P be a stacked polytope with 6n components 
(n > l), let H be a cut of P such that P+ = P n H+ is a star, let P- = 
P n H- and let M- C skel, P- be a manifold of genus n - 1. If M is a 
subcomplex of skel, P which is a manifold of genus n, and M contains all 
the triangles of M- which are not in H, then we say that A4 is a continuation 
of M- in P. 
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It is easy to see that, if M is a continuation of M-, then P r~ H is a closed 
window of M- in P-. Now we have, as an immediate consequence of 
Theorems 8 and 10: 
THEOREM 11. Let P be a stackedpolytope with 6n components (II ) I), 
such that skel, P contains a subcomplex M which is a manifold ofgenus n. 
If H is a cut of P such that P+ = P n H+ is a star, then skel, P- contains a 
subcomplex M- which is a manifold of genus n - 1, such that M is a 
continuation of M-. 
Apart from its importance in this and the next section, the following 
theorem will play the principal role in counting the good manifolds of a 
fruitful stacked polytope in Section 4. 
THEOREM 12. Let P be a stackedpolytope with 6n components (n > I), 
let H be a cut of P such that Pf = H+ n P is a star, let 3, 4, 5, 6 be the 
vertices of P in H, 6 an extreme vertex of P+, and let M- C skel, P- be a 
manifold of genus n - 1. 
Then, $(3,4, 5, 6) is not a closed u+ndow of M-, or ifit is a closed window 
of M- with a diagonal containing the vertex 6, there is no continuation of 
M- in P; but, if (3,4, 5, 6) is a closed window of M- with a diagonal not 
containing the vertex 6, there are exactly 2 continuations of M- in P. 
Proof. We use the same notation for the vertices of the star P+ as in 
the proof of Theorem 7. If (3, 4, 5, 6) is not a closed window of M-, our 
assertion is an immediate consequence of Theorem 10. Suppose that 
(3, 4, 5, 6) is a closed window of M- with a diagonal containing the 
vertex 6. Without loss of generality, let the diagonal be [5 61. 
If M- has a continuation M in’P, then, by Theorem 10, (3, 4, 5, 6) is an 
open window of M; from the details of the proof of Theorem 10 it follows 
that [5 61 is a diagonal of (3, 4, 5, 6), and the two triangles of M con- 
taining [5 61 have their third vertex in int H+. 
It follows from Theorem 8 that skel, P+ contains a subcomplex M+ 
which is a manifold of genus 1, such that (3, 4, 5, 6) is a closed window 
of M+ with diagonal [3 41. In particular, [3 4 51 E M+. 
But, by Theorem 7, M+ is one of the complexes Mi (1 < i < 6) listed 
in Figure 3, and none of them contains [3 4 51. Hence, there is no such 
continuation M. 
Suppose now that (3, 4, 5, 6) is a closed window of M- with a diagonal 
not containing the vertex 6. Without loss of generality, let [3 41 be this 
diagonal. 
As before, if M- has a continuation M in P, then skel, P+ contains a 
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subcomplex M+ which is a manifold of genus 1 and (3,4, 5,6) is a closed 
window of M+ with diagonal [5 61. By Theorem 9, every such complex 
M+ yields a continuation of M-. And it is clear that if Ml+, MS+ are 
different complexes of this kind, then the corresponding continuations of 
M- are different. 
The subcomplexes of skel,Pf homeomorphic to the torus are listed in 
Figure 3, and exactly two of them, M5 and n/r,, have a closed window 
(3,4, 5, 6) with diagonal [5 61. Consequently there are exactly two con- 
tinuations of M- in P. Q.E.D. 
Our aim in the following few pages is to show that the concepts intro- 
duced above are, generally speaking, not sufficient to characterize 
fruitfulness of stacked polytopes. This will be done by way of a series of 
constructions, to be summarized in Theorem 13. 
Using Theorem 12 we shall construct a 4-nice polytope (see Definition 
14) which is not fruitful. 
We start with a star P, whose vertices are as in the proof of Theorem 7. 
Skel, P, contains the six tori Mi (1 < i < 6) of Figure 3. 
We stack P, with another star Pz, so that [3 4 5 61 is the common facet 
of P, and P, , and the vertex 4 is identified with an extreme vertex of P, . 
This is a nice stack (see Definition 13). By Theorems 11 and 12, all the 
manifolds of genus 2 in skel, (P, u Pz) are continuations of Ml , M2 , 
MS, or M, , but not of M, or M, , because only in the former is (3,4, 5,6) 
a closed window with a diagonal not containing the vertex 4 (therefore 
the number of manifolds of genus 2 in PI u P, is exactly 8). 
Next, we stack PI u Pz with another star P, along the facet [3 4 5 71, 
so that 4 is identified with an extreme vertex of P3 . 4 is not a relatively 
extreme vertex (see Definition 12) of PI u P2 in the component [l 3 4 5 71 
of P, u P, . It follows that PI u P2 u P, is also a nice stack. By Theorems 
11 and 12 all the manifolds of genus 3 in skel,(P, u P, u PJ are contin- 
uations of continuations of M2 or M5 only (their number is again S), 
because only continuations of M2 or M5 have (3,4, 5, 7) as a closed 
window with a diagonal not containing the vertex 4. 
Finally, we stack PI u P, u P, with another star P4 , along the facet 
[2 3 5 91, so that 2 is identified with an extreme vertex of P4 . Again, the 
stack is nice. 
Let P = uzZl Pi . P is 4-nice, and by Theorem 11 all the manifolds 
of genus 4 in skel, P are continuations of manifolds in skel, (P, u P, u P3), 
i.e., continuations of continuations of continuations of M2 or M5 . On the 
other hand, the continuations of continuations of M, , M5 in P, u P, u P, 
have a closed window (2, 3, 5, 9) with diagonal [2 91, and therefore have 




Now we construct an unfruitful 3-nice polytope Q. 
We stack the stacked polytope PI u Pz constructed above with a star 
P5 , along the facet [2 4 5 61, so that 2 is identified with an extreme vertex 
of P5 . The stacking is nice. 
Let Q = PI u P, u P5 . Q is 3-nice and G(Q) is (3, I)-nice (Figure 5). 
Suppose that there is a good manifold M in Q. By Theorem 11, M is a 
continuation of a good manifold M’ in PI u P, , and M’ is a continuation 
of a good manifold M” in PI . Every continuation of M1 or Mz in PI u Pz 
has a closed window (2,4, 5, 6) with diagonal [2 61, hence it has no 
continuation in Q (Theorem 12). If M” is M5 or M6 then, by Theorem 10, 
(3,4,5,6) is an open window of M’, and consequently [4 5 6] 4 M’. By 
Theorem 10, (2,4, 5,6) is an open window of M, hence it is a closed 
window of M’ (see Theorem 8). But [4 5 6]$ M, therefore [2 51 is a 
diagonal in that closed window. Now 2 is an extreme vertex in P5 , contra- 
dicting Theorem 12. 
Hence Q is unfruitful. 
Let r be an (n, k)-nice graph (see Definition lo), and suppose that r is 
not a chain of l-nice graphs (see Definition 15). (The case in which I’ is a 
chain of l-nice graphs is dealt with in Theorem 14.) It can be shown by 
induction on n that r includes a subgraph isomorphic to G(P) or G(Q) 
(see Figure 5). Therefore there exists a nice stack of it starts (an n-nice 
polytope-see Definition 14) K, such that P (or Q) is a subpolytope of K 
and G(K) is isomorphic to I’. 
K contains no good manifolds, for every such a manifold is an iterated 
continuation of a good manifold in P (or in Q). 
Hence K is unfruitful. 
On the other hand, for every (n, k)-nice graph r there exists a fruitful 
n-nice polytope L with G(L) isomorphic to I’. We prove this by induction 
on n for all values of k simultaneously (0 < k ,< II - 2 if n > 2, and 
k = 0 if n = 1). 
If n = 1, L is a star, and by Theorem 7 L is fruitful. 
Assume the statement is true for every (m, /)-nice graph, where 
1 <m<n. 
Let r be an (n, k)-nice graph. There exist an (n - 1, &)-nice graph 
r- and a l-nice graph P, such that r is a stack of r- and r+ (see 
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Definitions 9, 10). Let cy. be the vertex of r- which is connected by an 
edge to a vertex of P. If (Y is I-valent in r- then k, = k, and if CL is 
2-valent in I’- then k, = k - 1. By the induction hypothesis there exists 
a fruitful (n - 1)-nice polytope L- with G(L-) isomorphic to r-. Let 
A be the component of L- which corresponds the vertex a?, and let Lf 
be a star. 
Case (i). CL is 1-valent in r-. There exists a good manifold M- in L-. 
The extreme vertex of L- in A, which we call 3, is contained in exactly 
four triangles in M-. 
Denote them by [3 4 x], [3 4 51, [3 5 61 and [3 6 x]: 
6 5 
We use the same notation for the vertices of the star L+ as in the proof 
of Theorem 7. Let L be a stack of L- and L+ along the common facet 
[3 4 5 67. It is a nice stack. (3,4, $6) is a closed window of M-, with 
diagonal [3 51. 6 is an extreme vertex of L+ in the facet [3 4 5 61. Con- 
sequently, by Theorem 12, there is a continuation of M- in L. Hence L 
is a fruitful n-nice polytope, with G(L) isomorphic to r. 
Case (ii). 01 is a 2-valent in L-. 01 is joined in r- by one edge to a 
5-valent vertex, and by another edge, call it e, to a 2- or 3-valent vertex. 
Let P be the connected component of r- \ (e} that contains the vertex 01. 
I’= is an (n, , k,)-nice graph for some n, < n - 1 and some k, (<k). 
Let L= be the subpolytope of L- which corresponds to P (L= is the union 
of the vertices of P). Clearly, L= is an n,-nice polytope. Let h4- be a good 
manifold in L-. By Theorem 11, M- is an (n - 1 - n,)-fold continuation 
of a good manifold M= in L=. 
A is a component of L=. Let 3 be the extreme vertex of L= in A. Denote 
the triangles in MS that include 3 as in Case (i), and assume that the 
polytope cl(L- \ L=) is stacked with L- along the common facet [3 4 6 x]. 
Then (3,4, 5, 6) is a closed window of M-, with diagonal [3 51. Using 
the same notation for the vertices of the star Lf as in the proof of 
Theorem 7, define L as in Case (i). Then 6 is the extreme vertex of L+ in 
the facet [3 4 5 61, and by Theorem 12 there is a continuation of M- in L. 
Thus we have proved the main result of this section: 
THEOREM 13. For every (n, k)-nice graph I’ there exists a fruitful n-nice 
pdytope L with G(L) isomorphic ro r. If I’ is not a chain of l-nice graphs 
there also exists an unfruitful n-nice pol,vtope K, with G(K) isomorphic to I’. 
584m/3-3 
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Theorem 13 shows that the fruitfulness of an n-nice polytope K depends 
not only on the graph G(K), but also on the exact manner in which K is 
built up from n starts. There exists, however, a family of fruitful nice 
polytopes whose specific construction needs much less attention. These 
are the serial polytopes. 
DEFINITION 18. An n-serial polytope P is an n-nice polytope P such 
that G(P) is a chain of 1 -nice graphs (see Definition 15). If n > 1 then there 
are two l-nice graphs at the ends of the chain, and the two corresponding 
subpolytopes of P (which are primitive-see Definition 5) are called 
extreme stars of P. If II = 1 then P is a star, and is called an extreme star 
of itself. 
THEOREM 14. Every n-serial polytope is fruitful. 
The following slightly stronger assertion will be easier to prove. 
THEOREM 14’. Let P be an n-serial polytope, P+ an extreme star of P, 
w E Pi an extreme vertex of P, and F = [xyzw] a facet of P. Then, for 
every u E {x; y; z>, P contains a good manifold M, such that (x, y, z, w) is a 
closed window of M in P with diagonal [wu]. 
Proof. By induction on n. 
For n = 1 the theorem follows from Theorem 7 by examination of the 
six tori in Figure 3. 
Assume the theorem true for IZ - 1 (n > 1). 
Let P, P+, F, and w  be as in the theorem, and let H be the cut of P 
which separates P+ from the rest of P. Clearly, P- = P n H- is an 
(n - I)-serial polytope. Let the vertices of P+ be as in the proof of 
Theorem 7, let [3 4 5 61 be the common facet of P- and P+ and suppose 3 
is an extreme vertex of P-. Then w  E (7, 8, 9, O}. 
By the induction hypothesis P- contains two good manifolds Ml-, M,-, 
such that (3 4 5 6) is a closed window of Ml- with diagonal [3 41, and 
also of M,-, with diagonal [3 51. 
By Theorem 12 there are two continuations of Ml- and two con- 
tinuations of M,- in P. These continuations are four different complexes. 
Let Mi’ = Mi \ {[3 4 61, [3 5 61, [4 5 61) (1 < i ,< 6, see Figure 3). Then 
each one of the complexes MS’, M4’, MS’, M,’ is contained in one of the 
continuations of Ml- or Mz-. An examination of the four subcomplexes 
Mi’ (3 < i < 6) shows that each facet [xyzw] of P+ with w  E (7, 8, 9,O) 
is a closed window in all four continuations, and each one of the segments 
[wx], [WY], [wz] is the diagonal of the closed window (x, y, z, w) in at 
least one of the four continuations. 
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3. UNFRUITFUL STACKED POLYTOPES 
Are there any fruitful stacked polytopes which are not nice ? In the 
present section we shall answer this question in the negative. 
According to Theorem 6 we have to consider only polytopes P with 
6n components. There are two possibilities: 
1. G(P) is nice. 
2. G(P) is not nice. 
Theorem 15 deals with the first case. 
THEOREM 15. If P is a stackedpolytope such that G(P) is nice but P is 
not nice, then P is unfruitful. 
Proof. P has 6n components; we prove the theorem by induction on n. 
P is not nice, therefore n > 2. 
easel. n=2. There is a cut H of P such that P+ = P n H+ and 
P- = P n H- are stars. We use the same notation for the vertices of Pf 
as in the proof of Theorem 7, and assume that the common facet of P+ 
and P- is [3 4 5 61, and is included in the component [X 3 4 5 61 of P-. 
Since P+ and P- are not nicely stacked, 6 is an extreme vertex of both Pf 
and P-. If P contains a good manifold M, then M contains the 16 vertices 
and 54 edges of P, and therefore exactly 36 triangles. But every extreme 
vertex of P belongs to exactly four triangles in M. No triangle in M con- 
tains two extreme vertices of P, therefore there are exactly 32 triangles 
in M which contain an extreme vertex of P. The vertex 6 is included in 
exactly 5 edges of P: [2 61, [3 61, [4 61, [5 61, and [x 61. Hence there are 
five triangles containing the vertex 6 in M. Therefore there are 37 different 
triangles in M-a contradiction. 
AU alternative proof According to Theorems 8, 10, and 1 I, A4 is a 
continuation in P of a good manifold Mf in P+, and also of a good mani- 
fold M- in P-. (3,4, 5, 6) is a closed window of both M+ and M-, and 
both its diagonals (in M+ and M-) contain the vertex 6 which is an 
extreme vertex of both P+ and P-. But this contradicts Theorem 12. 
Case 2. n > 2. Assume that P is a stacked polytope with 6n com- 
ponents and G(P) is nice. G(P) has exactly II l-nice subgraphs r, ,..., r, , 
ri n I’j = (b for 1 < i < j < n. Denote by Pi the union of the vertices 
of Fi . Every polytope Pi is a star and a subpolytope of P, and P is a stack 
of P, ,..., P, in a suitable order. P1 ,..., P, are the only subpolytopes of P 
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which are stars. We say that Pi and Pi are adjacent if Pi 17 Pj is a facet of 
Pi (and of PJ, or, equivalently, if a vertex of ri is joined by an edge to a 
vertex of rj in G(P), or, equivalently, if Pi u Pi is convex, or, equivalently, 
if Pi n Pi is a cut of P. If Pi and Pi are adjacent, then P is a stack of the 
other II - 2 polytopes among P, ,..., P, with Pi u Pj in an appropriate 
order. Hence, it follows by Theorem 11 (or by repeated application of 
Theorem 11) that if P is fruitful then Pi u Pj is also fruitful. Therefore, 
by Case 1, Pi and Pj have no extreme vertex in common. Since this holds 
for every pair of adjacent subpolytopes of P which are stars, and G(P) is 
nice, it follows that P is a nice stack of n stars, i.e., an n-nice polytope (see 
Definition 13). Q.E.D. 
Now we come to the other case: Is it possible for a stacked polytope P 
with 6n components to be fruitful without G(P) being nice? A negative 
answer to this question will be given in Theorem 16. First we need several 
lemmas. 
In Lemmas 1-5, P is a stacked polytope with 6n components. 
LEMMA 1. If G(P) contains an edge joining a I-talent vertex with a 
2-valent vertex (Figure 6a), then P is unfruitful. 
LEMMA 2. If G(P) contains a 3-valent vertex joined by an edge to tw’o 
l-valent vertices (Figure 6b), then P is unfruitful. 
LEMMA 3. If G(P) contains a 4-talent vertes,joined by an edge to three 
1 -valent vertices (Figure 6c), then P is unfruitful. 
LEMMA 4. If G(P) contains a k-valent vertex (k 3 3) joined by an edge 
to a l-valent vertex and by another edge to a 5-vaient vertex which is joined 
by an edge to four I-valent vertices (Figure 6d), then P is unfruitful. 
LEMMA 5. Zf G(P) contains a k-ralent vertex (k > 3) joined by an edge 
to two 5-valent vertices, each qf them joined by an edge to four l-valent 
vertices (Figure 6e), then P is unfruitful. 
LEMMA 6. Let Pp be a stacked polytope such that G(P-) is (n, k)-nice 
(k > 0), let A, be a component of P- nthich is a 3-talent vertex in G(P-), and 
let P be a stack of P- wsith a star P+ along a common facet F, F C A, . 
Then P is unfruitful. 
To prove these lemmas we need the following: 





PROPOSITION. Let P be a stackedpolytope with 6n components, Ma good 
manifold irl P, and let 1 be an extreme vertex of P, contained in a component 
[l 2 3 4 51 0fP. Ifthefour triangles [l 2 31, [l 3 41, [l 4 51, [l 5 21 are in M, 
then no other 2-face of [I 2 3 4 51 belongs to M. 
Proof. The triangles [I 2 41 and [I 3 51 are not in M, because no edge 
of P belongs to more than two triangles in M. 
Suppose [2 3 41 E M. Then [2 4 5]$ M, since otherwise the subcomplex 
of M consisting of the triangles [l 2 31, [l 3 41, [I 4 51, [l 5 21, [2 3 41, 
[2 4 51 and their faces is a manifold of genus 0, which is impossible. 
If we omit from M all the elements which contain vertex 1 or vertex 3 
(or both) and replace them by [2 4 51, we obtain a subcomplex of skel, P 
which is a manifold of genus n and does not contain the vertex 1, contra- 
dicting Theorem 5. 
Therefore [2 3 4]$ M, and for similar reasons [2 3 51, [3 4 51, [2 4 51 $ M. 
Proof of Lemma 1. Assume that the lemma is false, and let M be a 
good manifold in P. Let A and B be adjacent vertices of G(P), A 2-valent 
and B I-valent. Suppose A = [l 2 3 4 51, B = [2 3 4 5 61. Let P’ be the 
subpolytope of P obtained by omitting the component B. Vertex 6 is an 
extreme vertex of P and A is an extreme component of P’. Assume, without 
loss of generality, that 2 is the extreme vertex of P’ in A. Now, the neigh- 
borhood of vertex 6 in M is 016, /36, or y6 (see Figure 2). 
Case 01. The only 2-faces of P that include the edge [2 31 are [2 I 31, 
[2 3 41, [2 3 51 and [2 3 61. But [2 3 41, [2 3 51, [2 3 61 $ M by the propo- 
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sition. However, M contains two triangles that include [2 31, a contra- 
diction. 
Cases /3 and y are obtained from Case (II by premutation of the digits 3, 
4, 5. 
Proof of Lemma 2. Assume the lemma is false, and let M be a good 
manifold in P. Let A be a 3-valent vertex in G(P) and let B, C be two 
I-valent vertices joined to A (Figure 6b). Let 
A = [I 2 3 4 51, B = [2 3 4 5 61, c = [I 3 4 5 71. 
Vertices 6 and 7 are the extreme vertices of P in B and C, respectively. 
Let P’ be the subpolytope obtained from P by omitting the components 
B and C. As in the proof of Lemma I, the extreme vertex of P’ in A belongs 
to B n C. Assume it is the vertex 5. 
The neighborhood of vertex 6 in M is 016, 86, or ~6, and the neighbor- 
hood of vertex 7 in M is ~7, 167, or y7 (see Figure 2). Altogether there are 
9 possibilities for the neighborhoods of vertices 6, 7 in M, but they all 
lead to a contradiction. Thus: 
The edge [4 51 (if cu6; [3 51 if p6, [2 51 if y6) appears only in five triangles 
(if 0~6 or fl6, four triangles if y6) in skel, P, and at most one of them (and in 
some cases none of them) is in M, by the proposition. 
Proof of Lemma 3. Assume the lemma is false, and let M be a good 
manifold in P. Let A be a 4-valent vertex in G(P), and B, C, and D three 
1-valent vertices joined with A. Assume 
A = [I 2 3 4 51, B = [2 3 4 5 61, C = [l 3 4 5 71, D = [1 2 4 5 81. 
Vertices 6, 7, and 8 are the extreme vertices of P in B, C, and D, respec- 
tively. If P’ is the subpolytope of P obtained by omitting the components 
B, C, and D, then the extreme vertex of P’ in A belongs to B n C n D. 
Without loss of generality, let 4 be the extreme vertex of P’ in A. The 
configurations surrounding the vertices 6, 7, and 8 in M are of type N, @ 
or y (see Figure 2). Altogether there are 27 possibilities, and we shall see 
that they all lead to a contradiction. 
The 2-faces of P which include the edge [2 41 are: [2 4 I], [2 4 31, [2 4 51, 
[2 4 61, and [2 4 81. In the cases @6 and y8 at least four of them are not 
in M, by the proposition. In a similar way we see that in cases y6 and y7 
M contains at most one of the five 2-faces of P that include [3 41. In cases 
/I7 or p8 we arrive at a similar contradiction involving the edge [I 41. 
There remains the single case 016 or7 018 in which none of the six 2-faces of 
P that include the edge [4 51 belongs to M. 
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Proof of Lemma 4. Let A, B, C, D, E, F, G be components of P as 
shown in Figure 6d. The union A u B u C U D v E u F is a subpolytope 
of P and is a star with kernel A. Let its vertices be denoted as in the proof 
of Theorem 7 so that F = [2 3 4 5 61, and let G = [3 4 5 6 x]. 
Suppose M is a good manifold in P. Denote by Mi’ the subcomplex of 
the complex Mi of Figure 3 obtained by omitting all the members of Mi 
that include the vertex 6. Then, as in the proof of Theorem 10, Mi’ C M 
for some 1 < i < 6. 
Vertex x is an extreme vertex of P. We take the digits 3,4, 5 so that the 
configuration around x in M is 
4 5 
0 X 3 6 
Then M,’ C M or n/i,’ C M, since in Ml’, M,‘, M5’, M,’ one of the edges 
[3 41, [3 51 already appears in two triangles. If Mi C M then the con- 








and the edge [4 61 does not appear in M, a contradiction. If M4’ C M 
we arrive at a similar contradiction. 
Therefore P is unfruitful. 
Proof of Lemma 5. Let A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, R, S, Q be components 
of P which are stacked together as indicated in Figure 6e. The union 
A u B u C u D v E u Q is a star and we number its vertices as in the 
proof of Theorem 7, writing xi instead of i for 0 < i < 0. The union 
F u G u H u R v S u Q is also a star. We use the same numbering for 
its vertices as in the proof of Theorem 7, writing yr instead of i for 
0 < i < 9. We choose the notation so that Q = [xz xs xq x5 x,] = 
[yz y3 y, y, ye]. The vertices xz , xs , xp , x5 , X, are identified with the 
vertices y2 , y3 , y4 , yB , ye , not necessarily in that order. 
For 1 < i < 6, let M,“(Miy) be the subcomplex obtained from Mi of 
Figure 3 by omitting the members of Mi containing the vertex 6, and by 
writing xj(yj) instead of j, for all j. As in the proof of Theorem 10, if M 
is a good manifold in P, then Mi” C M and Mp’ C M for some 1 < i, j < 6. 
Consider the complete graph on the vertices xz , x3, x4, xs , x,, 
(Figure 7). The edges of this graph can belong to exactly eight triangles 












triangle, and by 2 the edges which belongs to two triangles in ML”. The 
labels in Figure 7 correspond to the case i = 1. If i > 1, then the labels 
x2 , x3 7 x4 , x5 shouId be permuted in some way. 
Edges of the same graph belong also to eight triangles of Mj” (note that 
M,” and M~‘J have no triangles in common.) Two disjoint edges of Figure 7 
belong to two My-triangles each. But this implies that some edge of 
Figure 7 belongs to at least three triangles in M, which is impossible. 
Hence P is unfruitful. 
FIGURE 8 
Proof of Lemma 6. Let us consider Figure 8. From the assumptions of 
Lemma 6 it follows that the graph G(P) contains a subgraph r of the type 
described in Figure 8, and that G(P) is obtained by successive stacking of 
n - 3 l-nice graphs with r. Hence there exists a subpolytope P’ of P 
such that G(P’) is the graph described in Figure 8, and P is a stack of P’ 
with II - 3 stars in an appropriate order. If P is fruitful then, by Theorem 
II, P’ is also fruitful. 
Denote, for 0 < i < 3: 
Pi = Ai V Bi U Ci U D,: U Ei U Fi . 
Every Pi is a star, and P’ is obtained by stacking PI , P2 , P3 with the 
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star P,, along different facets of the component A, of P, . Denote the 
vertices of A, by 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 so that 
A, n I$ = [2 3 4 51, PO n P1 = [l 2 3 41, P, n P2 = [I 2 3 51, 
P, n P, = [l 2 4 51. 
Let M3 be a good manifold in P’. By Theorem 11 M3 is a continuation 
of a good manifold M, in P, u P, u P, , M, is a continuation of a good 
manifold Ml in PO u Pl , and Ml is a continuation of a good manifold 
M0 in P,, . By Theorem 10, (1,2,4,5) is an open window of M3 and hence 
a closed window of M, . Since every triangle of M, whose vertices are in 
P, belongs to Mi and also to MO, it follows that (I, 2,4, 5) is a closed 
window of M, also, with the same diagonal as in M, . (In more detail: the 
two 2-faces of [l 2 4 51 which belong to Mz , belong also to M0 .) In a 
similar manner, (1,2, 3, 5) is an open window of Mz and therefore a 
closed window of M1 and of M,, , and (1,2,3,4) is an open window of M1 
and therefore a closed window of M,, . Since every triangle in M,, which is 
a 2-face of [l 2 3 4 51 contains the vertex 1, we see that the diagonals of 
the closed windows (1, 2,4, 5), (1,2,3, 5) and (1,2, 3,4) in M,, contain 
the vertex 1. 
[I 2 5]$ ikfz , for (1,2,3, 5) is an open window of M, and therefore the 
diagonal of the closed window (1,2,4, 5) of Mz (and hence of M, too) 
is[l 41. Therefore the configuration around vertex 1 in M, is 
2 4 
0 1 3 5 
Therefore the diagonal of the closed window (1,2,3, 5) of M, (and of Ml 
too) is [I 31. This means that [I 2 3] E Ml . But this is impossible, because 
(1, 2, 3, 4) is an open window of Mi . Therefore P’ is unfruitful, and hence 
P is also unfruitful. Q.E.D. 
Now comes our main conclusion: 
THEOREM 16. If P is a stackedpolytope and G(P) is not nice, then P is 
unfruitful. 
Proof. By Theorem 6 we can assume that P has 6n components, and 
we prove the theorem by induction on n. 
The theorem is true for n = 1 because of Lemma 1 and Lemma 2. 
Suppose the theorem is true for n - 1 (n > 1) and let P be a stacked 
polytope with 6n components, such that G(P) is not nice. 
Let A be a 1-valent vertex in G(P) and let B be a vertex in G(P) whose 
distance from A is maximal. (The distance between two vertices A and B 
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of the three G(P) is defined as the number of edges in the unique simple 
path which connects A and B in G(P).) Let the last four vertices in the 
path from A to B be E, D, C, B in this order. (n > 1 implies that the 
distance between A and B is 23. It may happen that A = E.) Clearly, 
B is I-valent in G(P) and D is the only vertex adjacent to C whose 
valence exceeds 1. 
If C is k-valent and 2 < k ,< 4, then our theorem follows from Lemma 
k - 1. There remains only the case C is Svalent. 
If D is a 2-valent vertex, consider the two trees obtained by removing 
the edge DE from G(P). Call the one which contains D I’, and the other 8. 
r is a l-nice graph and the corresponding subpolytope of P is a star. 
Call it L+, and let P- be the subpolytope of P which corresponds to Q. 
P is a stack of P+ and P-. If Sz is nice, then the valence of E in 9 is 3, 
and P is unfruitful by Lemma 6. If Q is not nice, then P- is unfruitful 
by the induction hypothesis, and therefore P is also unfruitful, by 
Theorem 11. 
If the valence of D exceeds 2, let F be a vertex of G(P) adjacent to D, 
E f F # C, and let I be the valence of F. D is the only vertex adjacent 
to F whose valence exceeds 1, for otherwise the distance from A to B 
would not be maximal. 
If 1 equals 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 then our theorem follows from Lemmas 4, 
1, 2, 3, or 5, respectively. 
4. ON THE NUMBER OF GOOD MANIFOLDS IN NICE POLYTOPES 
For any it-polytope P, denote by m(P) the number of good manifolds in 
P. In this section we investigate the possible values of m(P) for n-nice 
polytopes P. Actually we deal mostly with a subclass of the class of nice 
polytopes: the class of semiserial polytopes which includes the serial 
polytopes as a proper sublcass. 
DEFINITION 19. P is an n-semiserial polytope if P is a nice stack of n 
stars P, ,..., P, , and Pi n Pi+l is a facet of Pi and P,,l for 1 < i < n. 
PI and P, are the extreme stars of P (if n = 1, then P is an extreme star 
of itself). 
The next theorem is an important tool for our purpose. 
THEOREM 17. Let P be a nice stacked polytope, M a good ma&fold 
in P, (x, y, z, w) a closed window of M with diagonal [xw], and let A be a 
component of P which contains the facet F = [xyzw] of P. Then x or w 
is a reIatively extreme vertex of P in A (see Dejnition 12). 
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Proof. Let PR be the unique subpolytope of P which is a star and 
includes A. By Theorem 11, M is a repeated continuation of a good mani- 
fold M,, in PA . MA is a torus. Clearly, (x, y, z, w) is a closed window 
also in MA , with the same diagonal as in M. 
We use the same notation for the vertices of the star PA as in the proof 
of Theorem 7, so that A = [2 3 4 5 61, F = [3 4 5 61. Then 6 is a relatively 
extreme vertex of P in A. Now n/r, is one of the six tori Mi of Figure 3, 
and in each of them (3, 4, 5, 6) is a closed window with a diagonal which 
contains the vertex 6. Q.E.D. 
We now define two sequences of sets, (A,) and (A,*). The members of 
A, are 4-tuples of (not necessarily distinct) nonnegative integers and the 
members of A,* are nonnegative integers. We shall use the notation 
(j, k, Z, m)@ to denote all the ordered 4-tuples with j in the first position 
and with any permutation of k, I, m in the three other positions. The 
sequences (A,) and (A,*) are defined by induction as follows: 
and for n > 1: 
A, = {CO, 2,X 31, A,” = (61, 
A, = ((0, k + I, k, I)‘“?, (2k, 2&O, O)@, (2k + 21,0,0,0) I (j, k, 1, m) E A& 
A 12 * = (j + k + I+ m I (j, k, 4 ml E 4, 
or equivalently: 
A,* = (2k + 22 1 (j, k, I, m) E A,&. 
THEOREM 18. Let P be an n-semiserial polytope, P+ an extreme star 
of P, [x y z w] a facet of P in P+, and w an extreme vertex of P+. If j is the 
number of good mantfolds in P for which (x, y, z, w) is not a closed window, 
and k(l, m) is the number of good manifolds in P for which (x, y, z, w) is a 
closed window with diagonal [w x] ([w y], [w z]), then (j, k, 1, m) E A, , and 
therefore j + k -+ I + m E A,*. 
Conversely: for every 4-tuple (j, k, I, m) E A, there exist an n-semiserial 
polytope P, an extreme star Pf of P, an extreme vertex w of Pf and a facet 
[x y z w] of P in P+ such that (x, y, z, w) is a closed window with diagonal 
[v x] ([w y], [w z]) in exactly k(l, m) good manifolds of P, and is not a closed 
window in exactly j good manifolds of P. 
Proof. By induction on n. 
If IZ = 1 then P is a star, A, = {(0,2,2,2)} and A,* = (6). There are 
exactly six good manifolds in P (Theorem 7). From Figure 3 ‘it follows 
that, for every extreme vertex w  and and every facet [x y z w] of P, 
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(x, y, z, w) is a closed window with diagonal [w X] ([w y], [W z]) in exactly 
two of these six manifolds, and that there is no good manifold in P, of 
which (x, y, z, up) is not a closed window. 
Assume the theorem has been proved for n - 1 (n > 1). Let P be an 
n-semiserial polytope, Pf an extreme star of P, and P- = cl(P \ P+). 
Label the vertices of Pf as in the proof of Theorem 7, so that P is a nice 
stack of P+ and P- with a common facet [3 4 5 61. Denote by A the com- 
ponent of P- which includes [3 4 5 61, and suppose that 3 is the relatively 
extreme vertex of P- in A. Let w be an extreme vertex of P+, and [X y z w] 
a facet of P and P+. This means that [X y z W] is a facet of Pf other than 
[3 4 5 61. Clearly, P- is an (FZ - I)-semiserial polytope. 
Denote by /I the class of good manifolds in P- of which (3,4, 5, 6) is not 
a closed window, and by SI(YI , MI) the class of good manifolds in P- 
of which (3, 4, 5, 6) is a closed window with diagonal [3 4]([3 51, [3 6]), and 
let j, = card fI , k, = card XI , I, = card -iF; , m, = card AI . 
A belongs to an extreme star of P-. Hence, by the induction hypothesis, 
(jl , k, 9 4 3 m,) 65 A-1 . 
By Theorem 12, every A4 E XI u 2I admits exactly two continuations in 
P, while every ME &I u A1 admits none. By Theorems 8, 10, 11, and 17, 
every good manifold in P is a continuation of a manifold M, M E Sl u Zl . 
Therefore there are exactly 2k, + 21, good manifolds in P, and it is clear 
that they are different. 
At the end of the proof of Theorem 12 it was shown that the sub- 
complexes of skel, P+ which participate in the continuations of an 
M E ZI (as in Theorem 9) are M5 , M, of Figure 3. In the same manner it 
can be shown that the continuations of an ME gI involve the complexes 
M3 , M4 of Figure 3. 
Denote by $ the class of the good manifolds in P of which (x, y, z, w) 
is not a closed window, and by X(2, J@) the class of the good manifolds 
in P of which (x, y , z, ~3) is a closed window with diagonal [x W] 
([y WI], [z w]); and define j = card 2, k = card %, I = card dp, 
m = card .A. The vertex w is one of the vertices 6, 7, 8, 9, 0. 
Case I. IV E (7,8,9,0>. An examination of Figure 3 shows that in this 
case (x, y, z, w) is a closed window of M3, M4 , M5 , MS . One of the 
edges [w x], [W y], [MI z] (assume it is [NJ x]) is a diagonal of the closed 
window in one of the complexes M3, M4 and in one of M5, M6 too. Each 
of the two other edges ([w y], [w z]) is a diagonal of the closed window 
(x, y, z, w) in exactly one of the complexes MS, M, , M5 , M, . Hence it 
follows that the triple (k, I, nz) is equal (as an unordered triple) to the 
triple (k, , ZI , k, + II). Therefore (0, k, Z, m) E A, . 
Case II. w = 6. 
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Subcase II, : {x, y, z} = {2,4, 5). (3, 4, 5, 6) is an open window of any 
good manifold M in P, therefore [4 5 6]$ M and therefore (2,4, 5,6) is 
not a closed window in M with diagonal [4 61 or [5 61. In this case it is 
easy to see that (2,4, 5, 6) is not a closed window in M, hence (k, I, m) = 
(0, 0,O) and j = 2k, + 22, . 
Subcase II, . {x, y, z} = (2, 3, 5). (2,3, 5, 6) is a closed window with 
diagonal [2 61 in M3 and in M4, and therefore in 21, good manifolds of P. 
(Note that the triangles [2 3 61, [2 5 61 of M3 (or M4) are retained in any 
continuation of M, (or M4) through the closed window (3,4, 5, 6).) 
(2, 3, 5, 6) is not a closed window with diagonal [3 61 in any good manifold 
M of P since, by Theorem 10, (3,4, 5,6) is an open window in such a 
manifold M. Therefore [3 5 616 M. (2, 3, 5, 6) is not a closed window with 
diagonal [5 61 in M3 , M4 , M5 , M, . Therefore (k, 1 ,m) = (24 , 0, 0), 
j = 2k, , and (j, k, I, m) E A, . 
The next (and last) subcase is similar to the previous one. 
Subcase II, . {x, y, z> = (2, 3,4}. Here we find that (k, Z, m) = (2k,, 0, 0), 
j = 21, and (j, k, 1, m) E A, . 
This concludes the proof of the first part of the theorem; we now turn 
to the second part. 
The case II = 1 is trivial. Let 11 2 2 and (j, k, I, m) E A, . There is a 
4-triple (,jl , k, , /1 , m,) in A,-, such that 
(4 j = 0, k = k, t- I, , I = k, , m = II, 
or 
CP) .i = % + 24 , k=l=m=O, 
or 
(Y) j = 2k 17 k = 21, , I=m=O. 
By the induction hypothesis there exist an (n - 1)-semiserial polytope 
P-, an extreme star PO of P-, a component A of PO, an extreme vertex 3 
of PO in A and a facet [3 4 5 61 of P- in A, such that (3,4, 5,6) is a closed 
window with diagonal [3 41 ([3 51, [3 61) in exactly k,(Z, , m,) good mani- 
folds of P-, and is not a closed window in exactly jr good manifolds of P-. 
Let P+ be a star with vertices labeled as in the proof of Theorem 7, 
and let P be a nice stack of P- and P+ along the common facet [3 4 5 61. 
Then P is an n-semiserial polytope and P+ is an extreme star of P. 
By Theorem 12 and the end of the first part of this proof we have: 
1n cause (a). Given any w E (7, 8,9,0> and any three vertices adjacent 
to w in P, we can label these three neighbors of w by x, y, z, in such a way 
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that (x, y, z, w) is a closed window with diagonal [w X] ([w y], [IV z]) in 
exactly k (I, m) good manifolds of P and is not a closed window at all in 
exactly j good manifolds of P. 
In case (p). Take NJ = 6, {x, J’, z> = {2,4, 5}. 
IN case (r). Take w  = 6, {x, y, z} = (2, 3,4}. Q.E.D. 
The next theorem (Theorem 19) is the analog of Theorem 18 for the class 
of serial polytopes (see Definition 18). Here we have to replace the sets 
An, A,* of Theorem 18 by other sets B, , B,*. These are defined by 
induction as follows (we use the notation (k, I, m)@ to denote all the 
permutations of k, I, m): 
B 7% * = {(k + 1-t m I (k, L m> E &I (n > 1). 
THEOREM 19. Let P be an n-serial polytope, Pf an extreme star of P, 
w  E P+ an extreme vertex of P and [x y z w] a facet of P. Let k(l, m) be the 
number of good manifolds in P for which (x, y, z, w) is a closed HYndow 
with diagonal [X w] ([y, w], [z w]). Then (k, 1, m) E B, , and the utlordered 
triple (k, I, m) depends neither on the choice of the extreme vertex w  of P 
in Pf, nor on the choice of the facet of P which includes w. 
Conversely, for every triple (k, I, m) E B, there exist an n-serial polytope 
P and an extreme star P+ of P, having the following property: If w  is any 
extreme vertex of P in P+, and F is any facet of P containing MI, then the 
vertices of F can be labeled x, y, z, w  in such a way that (x, y, z, w) is a closed 
window with diagonal [x w] ([y w], [z w]) of exactly k(l, m) good manifolds 
in P. 
The proof of Theorem 19 follows immediately from the detailed proof 
of Theorem 18. 
By the proof of Theorem 18, the polytope P of Theorem 18 (19) contains 
no other good manifolds but those enumerated in Theorem 18 (19). 
Consequently the number of good manifolds in P is a member of A,* 
(B,*), and conversely: every number of A,* (B,*) is the number of good 
manifolds in some n-semiserial (n-serial) polytope. 
We now turn to examine the sets A,* and B,*. 
It is easily’ seen that B, C B,+l , B,* C B,,, for n > 2. 
Let u, be the n-th Fibonacci number (ur = u2 = 1, u,+~ = u,+t + u, 
for n > 1). 
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Let II 3 2. It is easy to see, by induction on n, that, if (k, I, m) E B, 
and k < I< m, then k < 2u,-r , 1 < 2u,, m < 2u,+, , and that 
ch-I 3 2&z 7 2u,+i) E B, . Hence the largest number in B,* is 
2(L, + u, + %+l) = 4%+, 3 
the smallest number in B,* is 8, and all members of B,* are multiples of 4. 
Therefore 
card B,* < 4un+i - 4 = u,,+~ - 1. 
Equality holds in (*) for some II (e.g., for n = 4, 6), but not for all n 
(e.g., not for n = 5). 
In the sequel we need the following theorem, which is an immediate 
consequence of Theorem 12. We recall that m(P) is the number of good 
manifolds in P. 
THEOREM 20. if P is a nice stack of a nice polytope P- with a star P+, 
theri 
m(P) < 2m(P-). 
Now consider the sets A,*. It is easily seen that A, C A,+1 and therefore 
A,* C A:,, , for n > 2. In particular, it follows that 0 E A,* for all n >, 3. 
The sets A,* for n < 5 are 
A,* = G3, A,* = U% As* = (0, 8, 121, 
A,* = {4k / 0 < k < 5}, A,* = (4k / 0 < k < S}. 
The largest number in A,* is 25. Hence it follows from Theorem 20 
that, for every n > 5, if P is an n-semiserial polytope, then m(P) < 2”. 
Since all the numbers in A a*, for n > 2, are multiples of 4, we have: 
c**> card A,* < 2n-2 + 1 for n > 5. 
An examination of the sets A,* for n < 4 shows that inequality (**) 
holds for every n, n f 4. 
It is easy to see by induction on n that, for II 3 3, (0,2”, 0,O) E A,, , 
hence 2” E A,*. 
It is easy to see by induction on n that, for n > 6,4~,+~ < 2”. It follows 
that, for n 3 6, the n-semiserial polytopes with the largest number of good 
manifolds are not serial. 
The last results can be summarized as follows: 
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THEOREM 21. IfP is an n-semiserialpoiytope andn > 2, then m(P) = 0 
(mod 4). If we denote by m&J be the maximum (minimum) of m(P) for 
n-semiserial polytopes, then 
n = 1, 
t 
6 n = 1, n = 2, 
pu,= 8 n = 2, n. = 3, 
0 n b 3, n = 4, 
n > 5. 
The corresponding maximum m,’ and minimum pla’ for the class of n-serial 
polytopes are : 
Pn - ) - g ,“; ;’ 
I 3 
m,’ = ;, 
1 
n = 1, 
?t+1 n > 2. 
Here u, is the n-th Fibonacci number. 
Our knowledge about the number m(P) of good manifolds in an n-nice 
polytope P is summarized in Theorems 22 and 23. 
THEOREM 22. If P is an n-nice polytope (n > 2) and G(P) contains k 
disjoint subgraphs each of which is l-nice and contains one 5-valent vertex, 
four 1-valent vertices, and a single 2-valent vertex (in G(P)) which is adjacent 
to another 2-valent vertex in G(P), then m(P) E 0 (mod 2’“). (See Figure 9 
for the case n = 7, k = 3.) 
In particular, since for every n 3 2 we also have k > 2, it follows that 
for every n-nice polytope P(n > 2), m(P) = 0 (mod 4). 
Proof. Let P’ be the subpolytope of P such that G(P) is the subgraph 
of G(P) obtained by deleting the kl-nice subgraphs and the edges joining 
them to the rest of G(P). 
From Theorem 12 it follows that, if a good manifold in P’ yields a 
FIGURE 9 




k-fold continuation in P, then it yields exactIy 2k such continuations. 
By Theorem 11 all the good manifolds in P are obtained in this manner. 
Hence m(P) = 0 (mod 2”). 
THEOREM 23. Let E, denote the maximum of m(P) for n-nice 
polytopes P. Then 
I 
6 n = 1, 
8 n = 2, 
12 n = 3, 
iii, = 
! 
24 n = 4, 
40 n = 5, 
80 n = 6, 
2” n > 7, 
58=/W3-4 
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and if, for n < 6, m(P) = Z, for an n-nicepolytope P, then G(P) is uniquely 
determined. 
Proof. All cases mentioned in the proof are illustrated in Figure 10. 
For n = 1, 2, the proof is trivial. 
For n = 3: If P is 3-nice, then G(P) is (isomorphic to) the graph a 
or b. In case a, P is 3-serial, hence m(P) < 12 (Theorem 21). In case b, 
P is obtained by stacking a star with a 2-serial polytope according to 
Case II in the proof of Theorem 18, hence m(P) < 8. 
For n = 4: All the possibilities for G(P) are obtained by stacking a 
l-nice graph with the graph a or b at one of the vertices numbered 1,2,..., 7 
in the figure. By stacking at the vertices 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 we obtain the 
graphs c, d, e, f, d, g, e, respectively. 
By Theorem 20 and the reasoning used for n = 3, if G(P) contains the 
subgraph b, then m(P) < 16. This happens in each of the cases d, e, and g. 
In case c, P is 4-serial, hence (Theorem 21) m(P) < 20. 
Now consider case f. Since P is a stack of a star with a 3-serial polytope, 
we have (Theorems 20 and 21) m(P) ,( 24. We now construct a polytope P 
with G(P) isomorphic to the graph f, such that m(P) = 24. 
Let P be a nice stack of four stars PI , P, , P, , P, such that G(P) is 
isomorphic to the graph f, and PI has a common facet with each of the 
other three stars. 
We use the same notation for the vertices of the star PI as in the proof 
of Theorem 7 so that [3 4 5 61 = PI n P, , and 5 is an extreme vertex of 
P, . Let y, y’ be the extreme vertices of PI , P, in PI n P, and z, z’ the 
extreme vertices of PI , P, in PI n P, . Then y f z and y, z E {7,8,9, O}. 
In the sequel we use Theorems I1 and 12. 
Each of the good manifolds MS, M, in PI (see Figure 3) has no con- 
tinuation in PI v P, , and each of the manifolds IVi (1 < i < 4) has 
exactly two continuations in PI V P, , and these are all the good manifolds 
in P, U P, . Mi (1 < i G 4) has a 3-fold continuation in P only for a 
choice of the vertices y, y’, z, z’ and facets PI n Py , PI n P, such that 
P, n P, , PI n P, is a closed window in Mi with diagonal not containing 
the vertex y’, z‘, respectively. In this case iVi has exactly eight 3-fold 
continuations in P. All the good manifolds in P are obtained in this 
manner. 
Hence, if we want m(P) to be 24, we must choose the vertices y, y’, Z, Z’ 
and the facets PI n P, , PI n P, so that PI n P, (PI n P,) is a closed 
window with diagonal not containing y’ (z’) in at least three of the mani- 
folds Mi (1 < i < 4). 
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This is accomplished by the choice y = 7, y’ = 3, z = 8, 2’ = 1, 
P1 n P, = [l 3 4 71, P, n P, = [l 2 4 81. This choice yields eight 3-fold 
continuations of each of the manifolds M, , M, , M4, but none of n/r, . 
Hence there are exactly 24 good manifolds in P. 
For n = 5. All the possibilities for G(P) are obtained by stacking a 
l-nice graph with the graphs c, d, e, f, g. If G(P) contains the graph b as a 
subgraph then, by Theorem 20 and the reasoning used for the case n = 3, 
necessarily m(P) < 32. This happens when G(P) contains d, e, or g as 
a subgraph, since each of these contains b. 
Therefore it is sufficient to consider the case in which G(P) is a stack of 
a l-nice graph with one of the graphs c and f at one of their vertices 
numbered 8, 9,..., 16. By stacking at the vertices 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 we 
get the graphs h, i, j, k, I, h, m, respectively. Stacking at the vertices 15 
and 16 yields the graph of a 5-semiserial polytope P, for which we 
know (Theorem 21) that m(P) < 32. 
The graphs i, j, 1, and m contain b as a subgraph. Hence, as before, 
each of the corresponding polytopes has at most 32 good manifolds. 
So we have to consider only the 5-nice polytopes P with G(P) isomorphic 
to the graph h or k. 
Let P be a nice stack of five stars P, , P, , P, , P, and P, , such that 
G(P) is isomorphic to the graph k and PI has a common facet with each 
of the other four stars. We use the same notation for the vertices of the 
star P, as in the proof of Theorem 7, so that P, n P, = [3 4 5 61 and 5 
is the extreme vertex of P, in P, n P, . Let y, y’ be the extreme vertices 
of P, , P, in P, n P, , z, z’ the extreme vertices of PI , P, in PI n Pz and 
H’, +t” the extreme vertices of P, , P, in PI n P, , respectively. The same 
considerations used for calculating the number of good manifolds in the 
4-nice polytope with graph isomorphic to f (in the case 12 = 4 of this 
proof) yield the following assertion: m(P) can be greater than 32 only if 
y, y’, z, z’, M’, w’, P, n P, , PI n P, and P, n P, are chosen so that 
PI n P, (PI n P, , P, n P,) is a closed window with diagonal not 
containing y’(z’, w’) in more than two of the good manifolds Mi (1 < i < 4) 
of P, listed in Figure 3. 
Each of the vertices 7, 8, 9, 0 has the same neighborhood in exactly 
two of the manifolds Mi (1 < i < 4). These are M, and M4 , M, and M, , 
Mr and M4 , M1 and M3 for the vertices 7, 8, 9,0, respectively. Therefore, 
for every choice of y, y’, z, z’, ~1, us’, P, n P, , P, n P, , PI n P, , the 
facets P, n P, , PI n P, and P, n P, are all closed windows with diagonals 
not containing y’, z’ and w’, respectively, in at most two of the manifolds 
Mi (1 < i < 4). Hence m(P) < 32. 
Now consider the case of a 5-nice polytope P with G(P) isomorphic to 
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the graph h. P is the nice stack of a star with a 4-serial polytope. Hence, 
by Theorems 20 and 21, m(P) < 40. We shall construct a 5-nice polytope 
P’ with G(P’) isomorphic to the graph h, such that m(P’) = 40. 
Let P be the 4-nice polytope with G(P) isomorphic to the graph f and 
m(P) = 24, constructed in the proof of the case n = 4 of our theorem. 
We use the same notation for the vertices of the subpolytope P, of P as 
in the proof of Theorem 7, writing xi instead of i (0 ,( i < 9). Let Mix 
(1 < i < 6) be the complex obtained from Mi of Figure 3 by writing xi 
instead of i for each vertex i (0 < i < 9) there. Then the six manifolds 
Mi” are all the good manifolds in P, . We identify the vertices xa , xq , xg 
xs of P, with the vertices 3, 4, 6, 5, respectively, of PI . 
Eight of the 24 good manifolds in P are 3-fold continuations of Mz , 
eight are 3-fold continuations of M3 and the remaining eight are 3-fold 
continuations of M4 . Using Theorem 12, we can easily see that the same 
24 good manifolds in Pare 3-fold continuations also of the good manifolds 
Mix of P, , as follows: Eight of them are continuations of MIX, eight- 
of Mzx, four-of Maa, and the remaining four good manifolds in P are 
continuations of MJr. 
Now let P’ be a stack of P with a star P, along the facet [.q xg xq x,], 
so that xq is identified with an extreme vertex of P, . Then P’ is a 5-nice 
polytope, and G(P’) is isomorphic to the graph h. Again using Theorem 12, 
we can easily see that there are exactly 40 good manifolds in P’, 16 of 
which are 4-fold continuations of MIX, 16-of M2r, and the remaining 
eight are 4-fold continuations of M4, . 
For n = 6. If there is any 6-nice polytope P with m(P) > 64, then, by 
Theorem 20, G(P) is obtained by stacking an l-nice graph with the graph h. 
All the possibilities for G(P) are obtained if we stack the l-nice graph at 
one of the vertices 17, 18,..., 26 of the graph h. Stacking at each of the 
vertices 17, IS,..., 25 yields a graph which contains as a subgraph one of 
the graphs k, 1, m or the graph of a 5-semiserial polytope, hence, by 
Theorem 20, m(P) < 64 for the corresponding 6-nice polytope P. Stacking 
at the vertex 26 of the graph h yields the graph r. 
Let P’ be the 5-nice polytope with m(P’) = 40 constructed above, and 
let P” be a nice stack of P’ with a star P, along the facet [x1 x2 xs x,], so 
that x1 is identified with an extreme vertex of Pt. Then P” is a 6-nice 
polytope with G(P”) isomorphic to the graph r, and it is easily seen that 
m(P”) = 80. 32 of the 80 good manifolds in P” are 5-fold continuations 
of MIX, 32-of Mzz, and the remaining 16 manifolds are 5-fold contin- 
uations of MJr. 
For rz > 7. If there is any 7-nice polytope with m(P) > 27, then 
G(P) must be obtained by stacking a l-nice graph with the graph r at one 
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of its vertices numbered 27, 28,..., 31. But it is easily seen that each graph 
G(P) obtained in this manner contains as a subgraph one of the graphs k, 
1, m or the graph of a 5-semiserial polytope. Hence, for each 7-nice poly- 
tope P, m(P) < 27. Therefore, by Theorem 20, for any n-nice polytope 
P (n >, 7) we have m(P) < 2”. On the other hand, Theorem 21 implies 
that for every n > 7 there exists an n-semiserial polytope P with m(P) = 2”. 
Hence %, = 2” for n 2 7. 
5. OTHER MANIFOLDS IN STACKED POLYTOPES. 
FRUITFUL POLYTOPES THAT ARE NOT STACKED 
In the previous sections we considered good manifolds in a stacked 
polytope P, i.e., subcomplexes M of skel, P which contain all the (vertices 
and) edges of P, such that I M I is a manifold. 
For every II > 1 there exists a stacked polytope P which contains a 
manifold M of genus n, and vert P @ M. Such a P is obtained, for example, 
by stacking an n-serial polytope with any stacked polytope. But what 
happens if we require that all the extreme vertices of P be in M? 
THEOREM 24. For every n > 1 there exists a stacked polytope P which 
contains a manifold M of genus n, such that all the extreme vertices of P, 
but not all the vertices of P, are in M. 
Proof. Let PI be a stacked polytope which contains a manifold Ml 
of genus IZ - 1, such that all the extreme vertices of PI are in Ml . (For 
example, PI may be an (n - 1)-serial polytope.) Let Fl be a facet of PI 
which contains a triangle [x, y1 zI] E Ml , and let P,” be a stack of P, 
with a suitable 4-simplex TI along the facet Fl of P, . Denote by p1 the 
vertex of PI* not in PI . Let P, be a stacked polytope which contains a 
torus Mz such that M, contains all the extreme vertices of P, . Let F, be a 
facet of P, which contains a triangle [x2 yz zz] E Mz , and let P,* be a stack 
of P, with a suitable 4-simplex Tz along the facet F, of P, . Denote by pz 
the vertex of P,* not in P3. 
Construct P as a stack of PI* and P,* by identifying the facet [x1 y, z1 pJ 
with the facet [xz yz zz p2], in such a way that p1 is identified with p2 . 
Let M = Ml u M, \ {[x1 y1 z,]}. Then M C skel, P, M is a manifold of 
genus n, all the extreme vertices of P are in M (because they are all extreme 
vertices of either P, or PJ, and p1 is a vertex of P not in M. Q.E.D. 
We may require that M contain all the vertices, but not all the 
edges of P. 
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THEOREM 25. For every n 3 1 there exists a stacked polytope P such 
that P contains a manifold M of genus n, and A4 contains ail the vertices, 
but not all the edges, of P. 
Proof. Let P, be a stacked polytope which contains a manifold M1 of 
genus n, such that vert PI C M1 . Let [1 2 3 41 be a facet of PI such that 
[l 2 31 E M1 . Let P be a stack of PI with a 4-simplex [I 2 3 4p] along the 
common facet [I 2 3 41, and let 
M = Ml ” {P 2 PI, [2 3 PI, 11 3 PI> [1 PI? 12 PI, 13 PI, {P>> \ {[I 2 311. 
Then P is a stacked polytope, M is a manifold of genus n in P, vert P C A4 
and the edge [4p] is not in M. Q.E.D. 
It is natural to ask the following questions: 
(1) Is every fruitful convex 4-polytope necessarily stacked ? 
(2) According to Theorem 3, if P is a stacked polytope with u vertices and 
M is a manifold of genus g in P, then g d (v - 4)/6. Is this bound 
valid only for stacked polytopes, or does it hold for all convex 
4-polytopes ? 
Both questions are answered by Theorem 26. 
THEOREM 26. For every g > 1 there exists a convex 4-polytope P Mtith 
exactly 3g + 4 vertices which contains a good manifold of genus g (P is not 
stacked, of course). 
Proof. For every j, 1 <j < g, let Pj be a cyclic 4-polytope with 7 
vertices (C(7,4). See [2, Chapter 4, Section 71.) Denote the vertices of Pi 
in their order on the moment curve by I,, 2, ,..., 7,. 
1. 2 3 6, 7i 
Mj 
FIGURE 11 
Pj is not stacked, because all its vertices are 6-valent. The torus Mj of 
Figure 11 is included in skel, Pi and includes skel, Pj . (4j , 5j , 6, , 7,), and 
(lj ,2$, 3j, 4,) are closed windows of iVf* with diagonals [43 7,] and [li 4,], 
respectively. 
Construct a polytope P by successive composition of the polytopes 
PI ,..., P, (in this order), identifying the vertices 4, , 5i , 6, , 7, , of Pj with 
the vertices 2j+1 , 4i+1 , lj+l , 3j+l , of Pi+l in this order (j = 1, 2 ,..., g - 1). 
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P has exactly 3g + 4 vertices. Let 
Then M C skel, P, and skel, P C M, because skel, Pj C Mi for 1 ,< j ,( g. 
Using Theorem 9 one can easily show (by induction on g) that M is a 
manifold of genus g. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 26 gives rise to the following question: 
Problem 1. If P is a 4-polytope which contains a manifold of genus g, 
does P necessarily have at least 3g + 4 vertices ? 
We conclude with another open question: 
Problem 2. If M is a 2-dimensional simpliciai complex, / A4 j a mani- 
fold of genus n, and skel, M isomorphic to the graph of a stacked polytope 
with 6n components, or even to the graph of an n-nice polytope, is M 
necessarily isomorphic to a subcomplex of the 2 dimensional skeleton of 
a stacked polytope ? 
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